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The Centroid is the official journal of the North Carolina Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCCTM). Its aim is to
provide information and ideas for teachers of mathematics—pre-kindergarten through college levels. The Centroid is
published each year with issues in Fall and Spring.
Subscribe by joining NCCTM. For more information go to http://www.ncctm.org.
Submission of News and Announcements
We invite the submission of news and announcements of interest to school mathematics teachers or mathematics teacher
educators. For inclusion in the Fall issue, submit by August 1. For inclusion in the Spring issue, submit by January 1.
Submission of Manuscripts
We invite submission of articles useful to school mathematics teachers or mathematics teacher educators. In particular, K-12
teachers are encouraged to submit articles describing teaching mathematical content in innovative ways. Articles may be
submitted at any time; date of publication will depend on the length of time needed for peer review.
General articles and teacher activities are welcome, as are the following special categories of articles:
• A Teacher’s Story,
• It’s Elementary!
• History Corner,
• Math in the Middle, and
• Teaching with Technology,
• Algebra for Everyone.
Guidelines for Authors
Articles that have not been published before and are not under review elsewhere may be submitted at any time to Dr. Debbie
Crocker, CrockerDA@appstate.edu. Persons who do not have access to email for submission should contact Dr. Crocker for
further instructions at the Department of Mathematics at Appalachian State, 828-262-3050.
Submit one electronic copy via e-mail attachment in Microsoft Word or rich text file format. To allow for blind review, the
author’s name and contact information should appear only on a separate title page.
Formatting Requirements
• Manuscripts should be double-spaced with one-inch margins and should not exceed 10 pages.
• Tables, figures and other pictures should be included in the document in line with the text (not as floating objects).
• Photos are acceptable and should be minimum 300 dpi tiff, png, or jpg files emailed to the editor. Proof of the
photographer’s permission is required. For photos of students, parent or guardian permission is required.
• Manuscripts should follow APA style guidelines from the most recent edition of the Publication Manual of the
American Psychological Association.
• All sources should be cited and references should be listed in alphabetical order in a section entitled “References” at
the end of the article following APA style. Examples:
Books and reports:
Bruner, J. S. (1977). The process of education (2nd ed.). Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press.
National Council of Teachers of Mathematics. (2000). Principles and standards for school mathematics. Reston,
VA: Author.
Journal articles:
Perry, B. K. (2000). Patterns for giving change and using mental mathematics. Teaching Children Mathematics,
7, 196–199.
Chapters or sections of books:
Ron, P. (1998). My family taught me this way. In L. J. Morrow & M. J. Kenney (Eds.), The teaching and learning
of algorithms in school mathematics: 1998 yearbook (pp. 115–119). Reston, VA: National Council of
Teachers of Mathematics.
Websites:
North Carolina Department of Public Instruction. (1999). North Carolina standard course of study: Mathematics,
grade 3. Retrieved from http://www.ncpublicschools.org/curriculum/mathematics/grade_3.html

Problems to Ponder
Holly Hirst, Appalachian State University, Boone, NC
Fall 2015 Problems
Grades K–2: Ms. Davenport has 24 students in her class. If she arranges 24 desks into 6 rows, how many students
will be in each row of her classroom?
Grades 3–5: Tanisha wants to purchase a new iPad for $499. She will use a $50 gift certificate, and also $100 in
money she had saved up. For her birthday, her dad gave her one-half of the remaining money she would need to get
the iPad. How much more money does Tanisha need to save to make her purchase?
Grades 6–8: A picture that is 18 inches tall is to be hung on an 8 foot tall wall in Tanya's home. She wants the center
of the picture to be 5 feet 2 inches off the floor. She needs to put the fastener on the wall at the top of the picture.
How far from the ceiling should the top of the picture be?
Directions for submitting solutions:
1. Students: NEATLY print the following at the top of
each solution page:
• Your first name (we will not publish last
names)
• Your teacher’s name
• Your grade
• Your school

2. Submit one problem per page. Students who
submit correct solutions will be recognized by
their first names only in the next issue of The
Centroid. We will also publish one or two
especially creative or well-written solutions from
those submitted. If you would rather not have your
name published, please so indicate on your
submission.

Proper acknowledgement is contingent on legible information and solutions. Send solutions by 20 December 2015 to:
Problems to Ponder, c/o Dr. Holly Hirst
Mathematical Sciences
BOX 32069 Appalachian State University
Boone, NC 28608
A submitted solution indicates the student completed a significant part of the work. Please try to have the students
use complete sentences when they write up their solutions to promote effective communication of their ideas.
Spring 2015 Problem Solutions
Grades K–2: Mandy has tallied the number of birds that come
to her bird feeder at one time and created this bar graph. How
many chickadees did she observe at her feeder? How many
birds total?
The correct solution to this problem is 4 chickadees (the
height of the first bar) and 14 birds total (adding all four
heights).
Correct solutions were submitted by 8 students from The Ravencroft School (Teachers: Mrs. Byrne and Mrs.
Bednarz). Note: The bar graph the Ravencroft students worked with was a little different from the one in The
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Centroid, as can be seen from the image below. For the bar graph given to these students, the correct answer was 5
chickadees and 18 birds total.

Grades 3–5: Keshia is shopping for new clothes and finds some clothes she likes on sale. The sale is advertised as
30% off the retail price, and she has found the following garments with retail prices given. For which combinations of
items does she have enough money if she has a total of $75.00 to spend?
$45 pair of jeans; $30 red blouse; $28 pink sweater; $39 sneakers; $25 sandals; $22 skirt.
Note: This problem stumped everyone! There were two common mistakes: (1) Some students stopped when they
found one combination of two items that came to less than $75 rather than checking for several different
combinations with more than two items; (2) Some students did not first take the 30% reduction in the price before
looking for combinations.
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The correct solution: First find the sale prices by subtracting 30% of the price from each item:
price
sale price

Jeans
$45
45-0.3(45)
= $31.50

blouse
$30
30-0.3(30)
= $21

sweater
$28
28-0.3(28)
= $19.60

sneakers
$39
39-0.3(39)
= $27.30

sandals
$25
25-0.3(25)
= $17.50

skirt
$22
22-0.3(22)
= $15.40

Then look for combinations that can add up to less than $75. There are many pairs of items and sets of three items
that sum to less than $75. There is one set of four items that totals less than $75: blouse, sweater, sandals, and
skirt: 21 + 19.60 + 17.50 + 15.40 = $73.50.
Students who found at least one set of items that totaled less than $75:
• Ahoskie Elementary School: Mrs. Dail: Jairus; Ms. Ellis: Amanda, Ashanti, Marion, Rodasia, Toniyah; Mrs.
Hines: Robert, Dawn, Jada, Karmyla, Seth, Shyanne, Terkira; Ms. Sitnic: Carlos, Julian, Makayla, Sha’Brea,
Ty’Quan; Mrs. Watford: Abigail, A’Nyla, Christopher, Damaria, D’Ayshia, Jayla, Ja’Kiera, JerKayla, Jua’Sha,
Khadijah, Kimora, Naomi, Quadasia, Shanell
Grades 6–8: Two middle schools have the same number of students. The ratio of boys in Lehman Middle School to
boys in Dallas Middle School is 2:1 and the ratio of girls in Lehman Middle School to girls in Dallas Middle School is
4:5. Find the ratio of boys in Lehman Middle School to girls in Lehman Middle School.
Correct solutions were submitted by:
• Ahoskie Elementary School: Mrs. Bowser: Bryan, Jada, KeMya, Mya, Tiffany, Tye; Mr. Hobbs: Demetrius

Note: None of the students who solved this correctly were clear on their reasoning in their description. Can you
carefully explain why 1:2 is correct? (It is harder than it seems!)
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Trust Fund Scholarships
$600 scholarships are available from NCCTM to financially support North Carolina teachers who are enrolled in
graduate degree programs to enhance mathematics instruction. Applicants must be:
• Currently employed as a pre-K-12 teacher in North Carolina;
• Currently an NCCTM member (for at least one year) at the time of submitting the application;
• Currently enrolled in an accredited graduate program in North Carolina;
• Seeking support for a mathematics or mathematics education course in which they are currently enrolled or
have completed within the previous four months of the application deadline.
Applications will be reviewed biannually, and the deadlines for applications are March 1 and October 1. The
application can be downloaded from the NCCTM website under the “grants an scholarships” link. The nomination
form can be obtained from the “awards” area of the NCCTM Website (http://ncctm.org). More information can be
obtained from: Janice Richardson, richards@elon.edu.

Innovator Award Nominations
The North Carolina Council of Teachers of Mathematics accepts nominations for the Innovator Award at any time.
The Committee encourages the nomination of organizations as well as individuals. Any NCCTM member may submit
nominations. The nomination form can be obtained from the “awards” area of the NCCTM Website, http://ncctm.org.
More information can be obtained from: Todd Abel, AbelTA@appstate.edu.

Rankin Award Nominations
The Rankin Award is designed to recognize and honor individuals for their outstanding contributions to NCCTM and
to mathematics education in North Carolina. Presented in the fall at the State Mathematics Conference, the award,
named in memory of W. W. Rankin, Professor of Mathematics at Duke University, is the highest honor NCCTM can
bestow upon an individual.
The nomination form can be obtained from the “awards” area of the NCCTM Website, http://www.ncctm.org. More
information can be obtained from: Lee V. Stiff, lee_stiff@ncsu.edu.

Donating to the NCCTM Trust Fund
If you wish to memorialize or honor someone important to you through a donation to the NCCTM Trust Fund, please
send your donation, payable to Pershing LLC for the NCCTM Trust Fund, to:
Joette Midgett
North Carolina Council of Teachers of Mathematics
P. O. Box 33313
Raleigh, NC 27636
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NCCTM Board
contact information can be found at ncctm.org
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Becoming a Member
Follow the “Membership Information” link on the ncctm.org website, or go directly to:
http://www.ncctm.org/members/register.cfm

